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ABSTRACT 
Let R(F, G) be the variety of representations of a finitely generated group F into a connected re- 
ductive algebraic group G, and let C(F, G) be the variety of closed conjugacy classes of representa- 
tions. We examine the question of whether an 6tale slice for the conjugation action of G exists 
through a representation p c R(F, G) when the ground field k has characteristicp > 0. We show that 
an &ale slice through p may exist for the action of an enlarged group (~, even when there is no 6tale 
slice for the G-action. As an application, we generalise a result known to hold in characteristic zero, 
which expresses the tangent space to C(F, G) at the conjugacy class of a suitable representation p as 
a subspace of the 1-cohomology H i (F, ~3(p)) of an F-module ,q(p). A similar result holds in char- 
acteristic p, but with H I (F, ,q(p)) replaced by a quotient of H I (F, .q(p)). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a finitely generated group, let k be an algebraically closed field and let 
G be a connected reductive linear algebraic group over k. A fundamental 
problem is to classify the representations (i.e. abstract group homomorphisms) 
of F into G up to conjugacy. One approach is to study the geometry of the rep- 
resentation variety of F into G: that is, the set R(F, G) of representations from F 
to G. This has the structure of an affine algebraic variety over k, and the re- 
ductive group G acts on R(F, G) by conjugation. Let C(F, G) be the quotient of 
the affine variety R(F, G) by the action of G, and let 7r : R(F, G) ~ C(F, G) be 
the canonical projection. We call C(F, G) the conjugacy class variety (of F into 
G) sometimes called the character variety in the literature. Points in C(F, G) 
correspond bijectively to closed conjugacy classes of representations. 
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Much is known when the characteristic char(k) is zero, particularly when 
G = GLn(k). Lubotzky and Magid in [4] use Luna's l~tale Slice Theorem ([5], 
§III) to determine the tangent space T~o)(C(F, G)) to C(F,G) at a suitable 
point re(p). They show that T~o)(C(F, G)) is isomorphic to a subspace of the 
l-cohomology H 1 (F, ~q(p)) of an F-module .q(p). This idea originated with Well 
[11], who used the vanishing of l-cohomology to deduce rigidity results for lat- 
tices in Lie groups. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate whether 6tale slices exist through a 
representation p c R(F, G) in characteristic p > 0, with the aim of determining 
the tangent space to C(F, G) at re(p). We restrict ourselves to the open set 
R(F, G)~ of stable representations (see Definition 2.1). There is a generalisation 
of Luna's Slice Theorem in nonzero characteristic, due to Bardsley and 
Richardson. However, if the Lie algebra of the centre of G is strictly contained in 
the centre of the Lie algebra of G-  for example, ifG = SLp(k) in characteristicp 
then no stable representation admits an 6tale slice. The problem is that the orbit 
map ~ci)(G ) from G to the orbit [P]c, which sends g to g.p, fails to be separable. 
Instead we consider the action of an enlarged group 0, generated by G to- 
gether with a subtorus of Z(G), such that the Lie algebra of the centre of (~ 
equals the centre of the Lie algebra of(~. In the special case G = SLp(k), we can 
take (~ = GLp(k) - as Slodowy has noted (see the Remark after Theorem 3 in §I 
of [9])° this avoids the problem of inseparable orbits. In Theorem 4.5 we de- 
scribe how, given any connected reductive group G, one may construct a group 
(~ with the properties described above. 
The group Gacts on R(F, G) in a natural way, and we show that an 6tale slice 
through p may exist for the (~-action even when there is no 6tale slice for the 
G-action. We prove that the set R(F, G)t~ of stable representations that admit 
an &ale slice for the (~-action is open. Then we show that for suitable p E 
R(F, G)ts, T~/p)(C(F, G)) is isomorphic to a subspace of a modified 1-cohomol- 
ogy I2I I (F, ,q(p)). In characteristic zero we have H 1 (F, ,q(p)) = H I (F, !t(P)), and 
we recover the result of Lubotzky and Magid. However, it can happen that 
R(F, G)ts is empty (see Example 4.10 (b)). 
The author acknowledges the support of the New Zealand Foundation for 
Research, Science and Technology (NZ Science and Technology Postdoctoral 
Fellowship ANU601). He also wishes to thank an anonymous referee for pro- 
viding Example 4.6, and for giving a much improved proof of Theorem 4.5. 
2. REPRESENTATION VARIET IES  
We begin with some conventions and notation. We assume that the field k has 
characteristic p > 0 unless otherwise stated, but note that all of the results be- 
low are also valid in characteristic zero whenever this makes sense. Varieties are 
affine (possibly reducible) and defined over k, and algebraic groups are linear. 
Throughout this paper, G denotes a connective reductive algebraic group over 
k, with Lie algebra .q, and F denotes a finitely generated group. 
All group actions are left actions, and actions of algebraic groups on vari- 
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eties are assumed to be morphisms of varieties. If  an algebraic group H acts on 
a variety V then Hv denotes the stabiliser of v E V. The identity of a group is 
denoted by e. We write Tx(X) for the Zariski tangent space to a variety X at a 
point x, and dxO for the derivative at x ofa morphism ~b : X ~ Y of varieties. 
For background material on algebraic groups, see the books of Springer [10] 
and Borel [3]. For the most part we follow their notation and conventions; un- 
like Borel, we allow reductive groups to be disconnected. We denote the iden- 
tity component of an algebraic group H by H °. If S c H then we denote the 
(global) centraliser of S in H by ZH(S), and the (infinitesimal) centraliser of S 
in the Lie algebra [? of H - that is, those elements of b left fixed under the ad- 
joint action of S -  by zt~(S). The Lie algebra of ZH (S) always contains z~ (S); if 
the reverse inclusion holds (for example, if S is contained in a torus) then we 
say that the global and infinitesimal centralisers of S coincide. If h E H then we 
write ZH(h) instead of ZH({h}), and so on. We define Z~/(V) analogously for 
V C (9. We write Z(H) for the centre of H and z(b) for the infinitesimal centre 
z~(H) of I~. The latter equals the centre of 13 in the sense of Lie algebras if H is 
connected and reductive ([3], Chapter V 22.2 Lemma). 
We write h.X for the adjoint action of h E H on X E ~). The notation 
'(e - h).X' means 'X - h.X'. 
The set R(F, G) may be made into a variety as follows. Let 71,. •., "7,. be gen- 
erators for F. Then the function p ~ (P(T1),..-, P(Tr)) maps R(F, G) bijectively 
to a closed subvariety of G r. It is easily checked that the structure of variety that 
R(F, G) inherits in this way is independent of the choice of generators. Basic 
properties of representation varieties are set out by Lubotzky and Magid in [4]. 
They consider epresentations into general inear groups over a field of char- 
acteristic zero, but many of their results and definitions carry over to the case of 
arbitrary reductive G and arbitrary characteristic. If n E N then R(F, GLn(k)) 
coincides with Rn(F) as defined in ([4], Definition 1.18). 
I fg E G and p E R(F, G) then we define g.p E R(F, G) by (g.p)(',/) = gp(,y)g-l. 
This gives an action of G on R(F, G) which we call the conjugation action. The 
stabiliser of p equals Za(p(F)) - for brevity we abbreviate this to ZG(p), and 
similarly for z.q(p). We say that an orbit [P]a is separable if [P]a is closed and the 
orbit map ~p(G) is a separable morphism. The conjugacy class variety C(F, G) 
is the quotient of the affine variety R(F, G) by the action of G, in the sense of 
geometric invariant heory (see [1], §2 or [7], Chapter 3). 
Richardson ([8]) studies r-tuples of elements of G under simultaneous con- 
jugation - this is equivalent to looking at the conjugation action on R(Fr, G), 
where F~ is the free group on r generators. 
Let w(p) = det~p( G)(g) C Tp([p]a ). The kernel of deep(G) may be regarded as 
the fibre above (p, 0) E Tp(R(F, G)) of the morphism from ~ x R(F, G) to the 
tangent bundle T(R(F, G)) induced by the derivative of the action. Standard 
results on dimensions of fibres imply that the set 
{p E R(F, G) [ dim w(p) is maximal} 
is open (and of course nonempty). 
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Definition 2.1. We say that p c R(F, G) is stable if p(F) is not contained in a 
proper parabolic subgroup of G. We define R(F, G)s to be the set of stable rep- 
resentations, and C(F, G)s to be the image of R(F, G)~ under zc. 
Richardson [8], 1.4 defines a representation p to be stable if [P]a is closed and 
Za(p) is a finite extension of Z(G). This is equivalent to our definition (see [8], 
Proposition 16.7). The set of stable representations is open, though possibly 
empty, and the pair (C(F, G)s, 7r) is a geometric quotient of R(F, G)~ in the sense 
of [7], Chapter 3 §4 (see [7], Proposition 3.8). In particular, the restriction of zc 
to R(F, G)~ is an open map. Let p c R(F, G)s. The orbit [P]a is closed in fact, 
7r -1 (Tr(p)) = [PIG - and ZG(p) is a finite extension of Z(G). For further details, 
see [7], Chapter 3. 
Remark 2.2. Suppose that G = GL,(k)  for some n C N. It is well known that 
the proper parabolic subgroups of GLn(k) are precisely the stabilisers of the 
nontrivial flags in k n, so p E R(F, GL~(k)) is stable if and only i fp is simple as a 
linear representation. Thus R(F, GLn(k)) S coincides with RS,(F) as defined in 
[4], Definition 1.18. 
Proposition 2.3. Let p ¢ R(F, G)s. 
(a) Any closed subgroup of G that contains the image of p is reductive. 
(b) [f g E Za(p) then g is semisimple. 
(c) The group Za(p) is linearly reductive. 
Proof. If U is a nontrivial unipotent subgroup of G then the normaliser Na(U) 
of U is contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of G, by 3.9 Corollaire of [2]. 
Both (a) and (b) follow. By [6], §4 Theorem 2, an algebraic group consisting of 
semisimple lements i  linearly reductive, and we are done. [] 
The converse of the next lemma is due to Borel [3], Chapter IV 13.19 Proposi- 
tion, 
Lemma 2.4. Let X ¢ ,q. I f  Za(X) is reductive then X is semisimple. 
Proof. We use induction on dim G. If G is a torus then the result is trivial. So 
assume that G is not a torus (this implies that rank G > dim Z(G)), and suppose 
that Za(X) is reductive. We have X ¢ Lie(B) for some Borel subgroup B of G, 
by [3], Chapter IV 14.25 Proposition. It is easy to show by counting dimensions 
that dimZB(X) _> rankG, whence d imZa(X)  _> rankG. Let T be a maximal 
torus of ZG(X): then T strictly contains Z(G) °. Let H = ZG(T), a connected 
reductive group such that dim H < dim G. Since the global and infinitesimal 
centralisers of tori coincide, X lies in Lie(H). It is clear that Ztt(X) ° = T, so 
ZH(X) is reductive. By our induction hypothesis, X is semisimple, and we are 
done. [] 
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Proposition 2.5. I fp E R(F, G)s then za(p) consists ofsemisimple elements. 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.3 (a) and Lemma 2.4. [] 
Let Ad denote the adjoint action of G on ~. Given p E R(F, G), we define ~(p) 
be the F-module consisting of ~ together with the F-action Ad o p. A 1-cocyele 
for .q(p) is a function c~ : F --+ ~ such that for all 7, 7' E F, we have 
There is a k-linear monomorphism Ap from Tp(R(F, G)) to the space of 1-co- 
cycles Zl(F,.q(p)) (see [11], §3). The image of w(p) under Ap is the space of 
1-coboundaries Bl(F,,q(p)). The 1-cohomology HI(F, 9(p)) of the F-module 
~(p) is given by the quotient Z I (F, ~q(p))/B l (F, ~q(p)). 
A simple dimension-counting argument gives the following result, as ob- 
served by Slodowy ([9], 1.1). 
Proposition 2.6. Let p E R(F, G) such that [P]G is closed. The orbit [P]c is sepa- 
rable if and only /f zq(p) = Lie(ZG(p)). In particular, /fp E R(F, G)s, then [P]c is 
separable if and only/fz a (p) = Lie(Z(G)). 
3. GLOBAL AND INF IN ITES IMAL CENTRAL ISERS 
Let p E R(F, G) be stable. In order to discuss the existence of an 6tale slice 
through p, we first need to compare the global and infinitesimal centralisers of 
p. We have the inclusions 
(3.1) Lie(Z(G)) C z(g) C z a(p )
If char(k) = 0 then both inclusions are equalities. Otherwise it is possible for 
only the first, or only the second, or neither, or both of the inclusions to be 
strict. The proof of the following lemma is straightforward. 
Lemma 3.1. Let H = G/(Z(G)°). Then the following are equivalent." 
(i) Lie(Z(G)) = z(.q); 
(ii) z(~)) = 0; 
(iii) the index of the root lattice of H in the eharacter group of H is coprime top. 
Definition 3.2. A stable representation p has good centraliser if z q(p) = z(.q). 
We denote by R(F, G)s gthe set of stable representations with good centraliser. 
Proposition 3.3. The subset R(F, G)gs is open in R(F, G). 
Proof. The two sets R(F, G)s and {p [ dimw(p) is maximal} are open by the 
results in §2, and R(F, G)s g is the intersection of these sets. [] 
Example 3.4. (a) It can be shown that R(F2, G)s gis nonempty, where F2 is the 
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free group on two generators. Hence R(F, G)~ g is nonempty if F has F2 as a 
quotient. 
(b) Suppose that p = 2 and let G = PGL2(k). Then z(,q) = 0 = Lie(Z(G)). 
Let F be the group with the presentation 
F = (h,s l(shs- I)h = h(shs-J)).  
I fp belongs to R(F, G)s then there is a maximal torus T of G such that p(h) E T 
is regular semisimple, and p(s) is the nontrivial element of the WeN group with 
respect to T. We have z,~(p)= Lie(T). Thus R(F, G) g is empty, but clearly 
R(F, G)~ is not. 
4. SL ICES FOR REPRESENTATION VARIET IES  
Here is the criterion of Bardsley and Richardson ([1], Proposition 7.6) for the 
existence of&ale slices see [l], Definition 7.1 for the definition of an &ale slice. 
Theorem 4.1. Let H be a reductive group (not necessarily connected) acting on an 
affine variety V. Let v E V such that the orbit [v]H is closed and H,, is linearly re- 
ductive. I f  Iv] u is separable then there is an &ale slice S through v. 
Remark 4.2. Conversely, if an &ale slice S through ~; exists then ['~']H is sepa- 
rable - this follows from the fact that H × S is a principal H,,-bundle over 
H × ` % S (see [1], §5 and §6 for definitions and results). Moreover, the result 
5.3.4 of[l] implies that i fv is a smooth point of V, then v is a smooth point of S. 
Consider the case where G acts on R(F, G). We restrict ourselves to looking for 
an &ale slice through a stable representation, since the stabiliser is then line- 
arly reductive by Proposition 2.3 (c). Combining the separability criterion 
Proposition 2.6 with Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.2, we obtain the following re- 
sult. 
Corollary 4.3. Let p C R(F, G)s. There is an &ale slice through p ~f and only ~f 
za(p) = Lie(Z(G)). 
Thus for a stable representation p to admit an &ale slice, it is necessary and 
sufficient both that p have good centraliser and that the global and infinitesimal 
centres of G agree (compare Equation 3.1). 
If z(.q) properly contains Lie(Z(G)) then there is no &ale slice through any 
stable representation. Instead we shall look for &ale slices for the action of a 
larger group. 
Definition 4.4. Let H be an algebraic group. A central enlargement of H is an 
embedding i : H ~/g /o f  H as a closed subgroup of/2/such that there exists a 
torus T C Z(/~/) with the property that T U i(H) generates/2/. 
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Theorem 4.5. There exists a central enlargement i : G ~ G such that the global 
and infinitesimal centres o f  G coincide. 
Proof. Let (X, R, X ~, R ~) be the root datum of G, with respect o a maximal 
torus T (see [10], §9.1 for material on root data). Let G ~ = G x T, with maximal 
torus T r = T x T, and let j  : G - ,  G' be the obvious inclusion. The root datum 
(X ' ,R ' , (X ' )  v,(R') ~') of G' is given by X '=X®X,  R r=Rx{0},  
(X') ~ = X ~ ® X v and (R') '~' = R ~ x {0}. Let Q be the root lattice of G with 
respect o T. Define 
2 = {(71,'y2) E X ' lY l  --")'2 E Q}, 
and let k = R' C 2.  This gives us a root datum (2, R, 2 'U, k ~:) (with 2 ~J being a 
quotient of (X') ~' and/)v  the image of (R')V). 
One verifies easily that the inclusion of 2 in X ~ determines a p-morphism E
of root data from (2, R, 2 ~', k v) to (X', R', (X') ~', (R')'),  in the sense of [10], 
§11.4.7. By the Existence Theorem [10], 12.1 Theorem, there is a connected re- 
ductive group (~ with a maximal torus if" such that (2, R, 2" , / )~)  is the root 
datum of d; with respect to i?, and by the Isogeny Theorem [10], 11.4.9 Theorem, 
there is an isogeny ~b : G r ~ (~ such that the corresponding p-morphism of root 
data is Z. Set i = ~ o j, and let i* : k ~ X be the induced map of character 
groups. Then i* is surjective and i* sends k b]jectively to R. It follows that i is a 
closed embedding of G into (~, so i : G --~ G is a central enlargement. 
To prove that the global and infinitesimal centralisers of (~ coincide, it is en- 
ough by Lemma 3.1 to show that the character group of d/O({e} x T) is equal 
to its root lattice. But the characters of 6;/0({e} x T) correspond to those 
characters of (~ that vanish on ~b({e} x T) - that is, to the characters of the 
form (71,0), where 71 c Q-  so we are done. [] 
From now on let us fix a central enlargement i : G ~ (~ such that the global and 
infinitesimal centres of (~ coincide. Let ~ = Lie(G). It is clear that 0 normalises 
i(G), so we have an action of (~ by conjugation ot only on R(F, (~), but also on 
R(F, G). Moreover the ring ofinvariants for the conjugation action of (~ equals 
the ring of invariants for the conjugation action of G - this implies that the 
quotients of R(F, G) by the G-action and by the (~-action are canonically iso- 
morphic. 
It is easily verified that the function i# : R(F,  G) --+ R(F,(~) given by 
i#(p) = i o p is a morphism of varieties. Let/5 denote the image of p ~ R(F, G) 
under i#. The orbit [P]6 is mapped isomorphically onto [/5]d by i#. It is not hard 
to see that if p is stable then/5 is also stable. However even if p has good cen- 
traliser,/5 need not have good centraliser. 
Example 4.6. Let p = 2 and let G = Spin7(k). There is a copy of Spin6(k) sitting 
inside G; Spin6(k) and Spiny(k) have a common maximal torus T, and the in- 
dex of the root lattice of Spin6(k) inside the root lattice of Spiny(k) is two. For 
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suitable choice of F and k, we can find p E R(F, G) such that p(F) is dense in 
Spin6(k). It can be shown that p is stable and has good centraliser. Construct 6; 
and i as in the proof of Theorem 4.5. Let H be the image of Spin6(k) in 
(~/(Z((~)°). One checks that the root lattice of H has index two in its character 
group, and it follows easily from Lemma 3.1 that/5 does not have good cen- 
traliser. 
As we shall now see, whether /5 has good centraliser is independent of the 
choice of (~. 
Definition 4.7. Let p E R(F, G). We say that p is of group type if p is stable and 
there is an algebraic group H and an isomorphism ~: [P]c, ~ H of varieties, 
such that ~ o ~p(G) is a homomorphism of algebraic groups. We denote the set 
of representations of group type by R(F, G)t~. 
Lemma 4.8. 
(a) Let p E R(F; G)s. Then p is of group type if and only if the orbit map t~[,(G) 
is separable. 
(b) The set R(F, G)ts is open. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.6, we have that 
(,) ~/,((~) is separable if and only if t5 E R(F, G)s. ~ g 
It is clear that if ~((~) is separable then p is of group type. Conversely, suppose 
that p is of group type. We may regard ~(G)  : G ~ [tS]~ as a homomorphism of
algebraic groups, and we see that the kernel z(~(tS) of de~((~) is an Ad-invariant 
ideal of .~. By Proposition 2.5, z.q(/5) consists of semisimple lements, hence 
z(~(tS) C z(O) by [3], Chapter V 22.2 Lemma. Then ~ has good centraliser, so 
~/,(6;) is separable by (,) above. This proves (a). We now deduce (b) by applying 
Proposition 3.3 and (,) to R(F, G). [] 
Applying Proposition 2.3 (c), Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 4.8 (a), together with 
Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.2, gives the following criterion for the existence of 
6tale slices. 
Theorem 4.9. Let p E R(F, G)s. There exists an 6tale slice through p for the action 
of G if and only if p is of group type. 
Example 4.10. (a) It can be shown that if F has the free group on two gen- 
erators as a quotient, then R(F, G)t~ is nonempty. 
(b) In contrast, Example 3.4 (b) demonstrates that R(F, G)~ may be empty, 
even when the set of stable representations is nonempty. 
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5. TANGENT SPACES AND COHOMOLOGY 
Let p c R(F, G)ts . The inclusion of g in t~ gives rise to a linear map from 
Zl(F,.q(p)) to ZI(F,~(t3)). Define /~l(F,~(p)) to be the set of cocycles 
c~ E Z 1 (F, 9(P)) such that the image of a in Z l (F, ~(tS)) is a coboundary, and 
define I211 (F, ~(p)) = ZI(F, ~(p))/B1(F, ~(p)). It is clear that B1(F, ~(p)) is the 
image under Ap of Tp([p]6), so/~l(F, .q(p)) and I2II (F, .q(p)) are independent of 
the choice of central enlargement 0. Moreover, if z (g )= Lie(Z(G)) then 
/~1 (F, ~(p)) = B 1 (F, g(p)) and I2I l (F, ~q(p)) = H1(F, .q(p)). 
Definition 5.1. Define R(F, G)s to be the set o fp  E R(F, G)ts such that ZG(p) is 
minimal in the following sense: there is an open neighbourhood U of p such 
that no centraliser Z6(Y) is conjugate to a proper subgroup of Z6(p) for any 
p lEU.  
Theorem 5.2. 
(a) The set R(F, G)[ is open and dense in R(F, G)ts. 
(b) Let p C R(F, G)[. The sequence of tangent spaces 
(5.1) 0 ~ Tp([p]c ) ~ TR(R(F, G)) ~ T~(R)(C(F, G)) ~ 0 
is exact. There is an isomorphism Ap of T~(R)(C(F,G)) onto a subspace of 
~I I (F, ~q(p) ), which maps the image of X E TR(R(F, G)) under dpTr, to the image of 
Ap(X) in ill(F, .q(p)). 
(c) I f  p is smooth then 7r(p) is smooth. 
Proof. Let p c R(F, G)s. By Theorem 4.9 there is an &ale slice S for the (~- 
action through p, and S is smooth at p ifp is smooth (recall that the quotients of 
R(F, G) by G and by (~ are isomorphic), so (c) is proved. The definition of 6tale 
slice implies that for any p' E S, 0p, c 6;p, so Z6(p t) C ZG(p). I fp'  is of group 
type then minimality of ZG(p) forces ZG(p ~) = Z6(p). This shows that R(F, G)s 
is open in R(F, G)ts o It is clear that R(F, G)~ meets every irreducible component 
of R(F, G)ts, therefore it is dense in R(F, G)ts. Since ZG(p) acts trivially on S, the 
exactness of the sequence (5.1) follows from the definition of&ale slice. That Ap 
is well-defined and injective follows from the fact that /~l(F,g(p))= 
Ap(Tp([p]6)). [] 
The characteristic zero version of Theorem 5.2 is well known - see, for ex- 
ample, [4], Theorem 2.13 for the case G = GLn(k), char(k) = 0. Note that if 
p c R(F, GLn(k)) is stable, then ZGL,(k)(P)= Z(GLn(k)), so the minimality 
condition on ZGL,(k)(p) is automatically satisfied. 
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